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Father Andrew Greeley lectures
on "The Religious Imagination"
By William Van Cleave

Andrew

Greeley,

ors and positions, Greeley is a
past president of the Catholic Sociological Society and an editor
for a number of organizations. He
is the writer of over 30 books,
with topics which range from Ecstasy: A Way of Knowing and
Sexual Intimacy to Everything
You Wanted to Know about the
Catholic Church but Were Too
Pious to Ask.
He also has written over 70
articles forvarious rmblicationsjn
past years. He is a Roman Catholic priest, and while some would
shy away from him because' of

seventh

speaker in the fall Forum Series,
will speak on The Religious Imagination'' on Monday, November
16, at 7:30 p.m.. in McGaw
Chapel at the College.
Greeley, born in 1928, received his S.TX. at St. Mary of
the Lake Seminary in 1954, his
MA in sociology at The University of. Chicago in 1961, and his
Ph.D. in sociology in 1962. He
a rnemberjof jheJDepart- n
ment of Sociology of Arizona for
almost ten years, and was a lecturChicago,
er at The University-o- f
from 1963 to 1972.
Among his other noted hon
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Dance concert , features
guest Tom Evert and
student choreograph

continued on page 4
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By Marie KObane
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This year's Fall Dance Concert
offers a diverse array of styles dial are
bound to be appealing to those interested in the artistic expression of
dance. The conceit is directed by
Kim Tritt. dance instructor in the'
theater department The concert features choreography by College students along with a number of pieces
developed by guest choreographers.
The three student choreographers
for the concert are Dorothy Byers,
Marie Kilbane, and Megan Lutz.
The piece developed by Byers,
"Conchshell." set to Bach's Branden- berg Concerto No. 3, hinges on the
usage of spirals in a structured and in- -

.
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-

-

The Wooster Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Jeffrey Lindberg. will
give its first full conceit of the
year tonight at 7:30 in Gault Recital Hall. The group will repeat
the five selections featured at the
Parents' Weekend concert and add
pieces by Earl "Fatha" Hines,
Count Basie and others.
The ensemble's instrumenta-

tion is that of the traditional
American jazz band four to five.
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important to include big band
classics, because in order to understand contemporary jazz, you have
to be able to understand the music '
of an earlier time," he says.
There's an analogy to the modern
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Lindberg stresses the importance

of featuring all types of big band
music in the group's repertoire.
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trumpets, four trombones, five
saxophones of various ranges, piano, bass, drums ' and guitar.
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orchestra you can't understand
Beethoven or Stravinsky unless
you understand Haydn, and the
same applies to the American jazz
orchestra. I believe that very
strongly." In keeping with that
philosophy, Lindberg has scheduled pieces by Ellington, Basie,
and Hines, as well as many contemporary composers such as
Frank Man tooth. Roy Vombrack
and Horace Silver.
In addition to the regular jazz
ensemble, the smaller jazz combo
will perform. Here the emphasis
is on improvisation,' and the repertoire is selected accordingly.
The students in here are learning
to improvise, and I'm trying to
think of what's appropriate for
that," says Lindberg.
Lindberg, in his second year
as the ensemble's director, is enthusiastic about its -- prospects."
"It's a very spirited group, with a
great attitude," he says. Future
events on the group's schedule inn
clude a February concert with
singer Joe Williams.
well-know-
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terwoven fashion.
"Elan Vital," developed by Kil -bane, is set to the music of The Brazilian." from the album j "Invisible
Touch " by Genesis. The piece's

theme deals with a struggle to gain
control over a force that is overpow- -

j

ering.

Lutz's work, tided "Red. Yel- low. Orange," and set to the musk of
"Master Blaster" by Stevie Wonder,
is a high energy view of the idea of
interdependence and cameraderie in
dance.

The Advanced Dance Seminar
class is contributing a piece as well.
These students developed their own
movement which incorporates lean,
pushpull, balance, gesture and jump
:

--

to the biannual dance concerts, win
again contribute to the performance,
having created a piece with a strong
blend of dance and theater. Koppert
and Tritt perform this piece,' which
focuses on Tritt's journey through
"red tape." Koppert is a freelance
choreographer from Columbus and is
currently working at the Davis Center"
for the Arts and leading a company of
teenagers in LoudonvQle, Ohio. '
The guest artist this fall is Tom
Evert, formerly a member of the Paul
Taylor Dance Company of New
York. Currently he is the artistic director, choreographer and one of the
dancers in company of his own. based
in Cleveland. His dancing incorporates mime and gesture with strong
athletic movement The two pieces
he will be presenting are a solo
dance called The President " and a
trio dance for male members of his
company. ..
The Dance Concert will be held"
Nov. 13 and 14 at 8:15 pjn. and on
Nov. 15 at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are
complimentary to College of Woost-e- r
student at the Freedlander box
.

j

By David Lewellen
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Jazz ensemble stresses variety

while traveling. This movement has
.been shaped into a series off motifs by
Tritt In addition, there will be a spe- cial performance by the modem dance
arid ballet classes.
Dan Dodge Koppert, no stranger

tmf
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On Academia: Women's Studies takes interdisciplinary approach
By Thomas Karsten

Women's
Studies has
emerged as a field of study only in
the past decade, and is intent on

ue women and are unequal; and
that these arrangements are unac-

pursuing the intellectual and

political activists, these two
points of agreement are basis
enough for diem all to join hands.
But beyond these two simple

demic aspects of

aca-

feminism

which began, ostensibly, as a political movement in the 70's. In
this past decade, an enormous
amount of scholarship has been
done in the Meld, but feminists are
no closer to determining whether
Women's Studies is a distinct discipline or a permanently interdisciplinary field of study. At Wooster, the Women's Studies department has, for die present, adopted
the latter approach..

'Women's Studies scholarship is generally done by those
who call themselves "feminists.1'
These people, however, tend to
agree on only two points: that
current gender arrangements deval

ceptable. When feminists work as

points, the field of Women's Studies is difficult to map.
The present debate within
Women's Studies surrounds the
very nature of gender inequality.
What are die causes of inequality?

What would constitute gender
"equality"7 In what ways could
this definition of equality be
achieved? In what ways are the
genders alike and different? On the
last question, there are two basic
perspectives. One, that the genders share'more similarities than
differences, and so society should
view the genders as equal. Two,

mat the genders are different, but
that society should view these differences as perfectly complemen-

tary.
Women's Studies, therefore,
acting as an area of
present
at
is
inquiry. It raises questions about
women's lives which have never
before been addressed. It questions
current gender arrangements, and
how they create imbalances, inequalities, and poor perceptions of
women. When it is necessary to
prove inequality exists. Women's
Studies demonstrates it with factual evidence.
Does Women's Studies propose to find answers to all of
these questions, and solutions to
all of these problems? No. Any
feminist would openly state that

no single

feminist

viewpoint

stead it is an academic program
committed to teaching issues from
several feminist perspectives, to
being critical of what now exists.
and to proposing possible ways
of change.
4n practice. Women's Studies changes the questions which
other disciplines have traditionally asked. In literature, for example. Women's Studies redefines
what it means for a book to be a
true piece of literature. This has
the effect of including more women's works in the literary library.
Feminist perspectives have found
a large audience in the Meld of
history because, recently, historians have turned away from political history in favor of social and
cultural history' in which women

For some aspects of Women's Studies, an interdisciplinary
approach is essential. When discussing human reproduction, for
example. Women's Studies must
bring to bear fields as widely
apart as biology and economics.

The political nature of
Women's Studies is obvious.
Women's Studies departments are

generally staffed by feminists,
who are partisan to their beliefs,
and who are confident in eventual
equality between the genders. But
they are, of course, tempered by

realism. They understand that
equality will come about only
through a long series of short and
complicated steps.
This article is based on a
single interview with the Chair of

have, through the ages, been

dominates Women's Studies. In

much more active.

raids. The US agreement to sell

wealth countries wish to help defend Mozambique's railways, pom
and other targets of the Renamo
guerrillas. Zimbabwe, Malawi and
Tanzania already have 13,000
troops stationed in Mozambique,
to
but they have been
counter the guerrilla attacks.
de13 - nation panel

Women's Studies,
Joanne Fry.

Professor

Compiled by Doug Isenberg

as

withdraws

Glnsburg

pot use is questioned.

Rea-

gan's second nominee for the

va-

cant Supreme Court position
stepped out because he felt personal issues, such as his admitted
use of marijuana, were outweigh-

ing more legitimate concerns,
such as his ideological stance.
Judge Anthony Kennedy of California is expected to be the next
nominee.
Prime minister deposes
president In Tunisia. The
new leader of this north African

country. Zine el Abidine Ben Ali,
took over in a bloodless coup, depresident
claring that 84 year-old
Bourguiba was medically incapable of continuing his rule. The
new leader announced that he will
for
continue Tunisia's
--

pro-We- st

eign policy and plans to initiate
domestic liberal reforms, among
them
press freedom.
Freed ANC
multi-part-

y

democracy and

leader Mbekl
change after 23

no
years. Gov an Mbeki, jailed since

sees

..1964, said that the limited reforms introduced by the South African government were "escapist"
and avoided the real issues of racial equality that must be addressed. Asked to speculate over
the possible release of Nelson
Mandela, Mbeki replied. "It would
be most naive and irresponsible
of me to answer," indicating the
unpredictability and ambiguity of
the apartheid regime.
ft
US to sell
anti-aircra-

missiles to Chad for
fense against Libyan

the Stinger missiles reversed a
former decision and will allow a

sale of 24 missiles and seven
launchers,

worth $2 million. US
military personnel will go to
Chad and train die Chadian military in the armaments' use. The
decision to sell was based upon
the continued threat of Libyan
air raids in its war against Chad.
Bomb kills 11 and
wounds 55 In Ulster. The
IRA was blamed for the attack
which was planted at a wreath-layin- g
ceremony honoring Britain's war dead.
.

British

proposes

to

Commonwealth
aid Mozam-

bique against rebels. The

as-

de-

sistance offered is both military

air

and economic. The - Common

ill-equipp-

clares

not have to meet the amnesty requirement until die Contras are out

of Honduras and the US' ceases its
funding of them.

Nlcaragnan

ed

progress

Is

being

made by Guatemala

Accord.
The commission, composed of the
five nations that signed the document plus the secretaries general
of the United Nations and the Organization of American States and
foreign ministers of other Latin
American nations, said that sig- nificant advances had been made
by all five nations. One conces-

sion made by the commision,
however, was that Nicaragua did

president

proposes' direct talks with
Reagan and the Contras. Or-

tega said that he . is willing to
meet with the Contras if Reagan
is present at die meeting. Elliott
Abrams, Assistant Secretary of
Affairs,
State for
however, declared the proposal a
"step backward." Abrams fears
that the Sandinistas wish to negotiate "behind the backs" of the
Contras, "our allies," and that
leaders want to portray
the rebels as "junior partners" of
the US.
News compiled from The New
York Times and The Plain Dealer.
Inter-Americ-

an

Ni-carag-

.

uan

Wooster emphasizes prevention and fire safety
By Mercy Garland
Security Department
The Daily Record recently reported that "despite declines, the
United Slates and Canada still
have the highest fire death rates
of all the developed countries of
the free world. The most recent
figures (for 1986): in the United
States. 5.850 civilians and 113
firefighters died in fires, and approximately 26.825 civilians and
100.900 firefighters were seriously injured. The total loss in prop

erty alone came to $6.7 billion."
When a fire occurs, the first
priority is to save lives. For this
reason, it is important for each
student to be familiar with fire
emergency procedures. If you notice a fire in a campus building,
you should follow these steps:
1)
Activate the internal
alarm if it is not already sounds'

ing.

.

2) Notify the Wooster City
).
Fire Department
Be
sure to give a full address and detailed location of the fire. Also
try to describe the extent of die
(264-2222-

fire and answer any questions
fore you hang up.

be-

3) Notify campus security (x
2590).

Overloading of electrical circuits. Students often use cheap
to' remove yourself from any imextension cords to run all of their
mediate danger. Leave the buildelectrical
ing if the fire presents any threat ' electrical items. Certain
prohibited
in camare
appliances
to your life, and then find a phone
33 of
page
housing;
consult
pus
nearby to notify the Fire DepartKey under use and conScot's
The
ment and Security.
The second part of fighting dition of rooms.
fires is prevention.. Each student
Open flames. ; Use of candles
can help reduce the risk of campus
incense is prohibited by die
and
fires, by ; being aware of the fol- tf these kerns are left
achoofc
lowing hazards:
on page 6

Of course the first priority is
.

--

4) Leave the building.

--

wi-contm-
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Rehak joins classical studies department

1

'

'

"
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co-taug-ht

Rehak came to Wooster from
the University of Kansas, where he
served as visiting professor of archeology.
Rehak received his bachelor's degree from the University of Michigan
with a double major in archeology
and Latin and minor in Greek. He
completed his doctorate in classical
and Near Eastern archeology at Bryn
Mawr College in 1985. His dissertation focused on reconstruction of relief sculpture found on a Roman altar.

Citing the influence of classical
civilizations on western culture, Rehak said he is concerned with learning
how the past has contributed to the
present. He criticized archeologists
for remaining "stuck in the past." 1
don't see the past as an ending of

made him realize that disciplines do
not have isolated "absolute truths."
Rehak praised Wooster faculty
as the "friendliest and most cooperative that I've ever seen. Period." According to Rehak, this cooperation
cuts across departmental lines. Rey
hak also enjoys the informal
interaction prevalent at

things," said Rehak.

Rehak has extensive field work
experience including digs in England,
Italy, Greece and Cyprus. As an undergraduate, he began as a field hand,
but his drawing skill soon involved
him in artifact illustration. He has
also served as a field architect and surAccording to Rehak, whose interest in archeology stems from an
enjoyment of mysteries, nothing rivals the excitement of uncovering artifacts buried for centuries. Rehak
said spending his summers in the
field provides a needed break from
and allows him to experience
mia

various modern cultures.

Rehak described his approach to

education as "humanistic" and

PAUL REHAK

"holistic." He said his own work has

Registrar's Office revamps
registration process again
By Sarah Kotchen

the first movement,
took Mendelssohn's
marking of "phi presto" (faster) quite
Salerno-Sonnenbe-

nal

Salerno-Sonnenber-g.

70-mem-ber

Salerno-Sonnenber- g.

much-publiciz-

NADJA

SALERNO-SONNENBER-

G

ed

wardly.

She laid great stress too on pianissimo dynamics, working hard to
spin out a slender and long-hel- d

literally, leading Lindberg and his
players on a merry chase to the end of
the movement.
In the scampering finale she did
not stress simple blinding headlong
speed as most violinists do. The musk was fast and skittish enough, but
she was careful to keep the tempo
from running away with itself. The
Wooster Symphony players did a fine
job of keeping exactly on the beat
with her through this very tricky
movement.
took her
As
bows during the warm applause at die
end, the concertmaster suddenly produced a College of Wooster parka,
which the violinist proceeded to don
for her next bow, to the delight of the
audience.

Salerno-Sonnenbe- rg

thread of sound. Her statement of me
lyrical main theme in the slow movement was a case in point. She played
it softer than just about any other violinist I can remember, yet the melody was unmistakably mere, and quite
beautifuL

fine violin
She is certainly
technician and die above comments
are not meant to suggest mat she
could not pump out a lot of sound
when she had to. Her treatment of
the first movement cadenza began
softly but before it was over she was
playing with big sound and lots of
energy; and in the closing pages of

The Wooster Symphony opened
the concert with creditable performances of Beethoven's "Leonora No.
3" overture and Grieg's "Holberg
Suite." It impressed as a very good
group of community players and
Lindberg as a conductor who clearly
. knows his business and also knows
how to get the best results from nonprofessional forces.
Every seat in McGaw Chapel appeared to be filled for the occasion. It
was clearly a big night for the Wooster Symphony. Many of those young
student players win be talking for
some time about the time they acg
young star
companied this
instrumentalist
Reprinted, with permission,
from The Plain Dealer. November 4.
fast-risin-

:

rg

Salemo-Sormenbe-rg

ed

..

Rehak expects to learn a great
deal from Wooster students. According to Rehak. it is dangerous for professors to become too familiar with
their material. He believes students
contribute vital new perspectives.
"Students," said Rehak, "don't
ize how much they teach their

By Robert Firm
Music Critic
The Plain Dealer

non-professio-

-

Wooster.

Violinist intense, delicate
It's not often that a soloist of international reputation appears with a
orchestra composed
of college students, faculty members
and townspeople. But it happened
Monday night (November 2 in
Wooster.
viThe soloist was the whiz-ki- d
Nadja
olinist
She soloed with the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra under
its young conductor, Jeffrey Lindberg. on the stage of McGaw ChapeL
you will
remember, was booked to play with
die Cleveland Orchestra last summer
at Blossom Music Center but canceled at the last minute due to illness.
So it was worth the drive to Wooster
to inspect the playing of mis
young virtuoso and to applaud the audacity and good fortune of
whoever landed her to play with the
Wooster Symphony.
Given all the advance hype
about
as a kind
of musical tomboy, a highly intense
and committed performer to whom
every outing is a matter of musical
life and death, the performance came
as something of a surprise. Her playing was subtly nuanced and delicately
colored rather man overtly brilliant in
style.
She laid much stress on finely-shapphrasing and lyricism. She
would indulge in little rubato effects,
holding the music back at meditative
moments as though savoring it in-

.--

student-facult-

veyor.

ac-ade-

.

form during die first few years.
Registrar of the College, Bob
Blair, feels mat this new system will
enhance eqmty in rotating registration
forms and assigning courses. "I
think this is the one system that we
will finally discover as the most fair
for students and faculty."
The Registrar's Office got the
basic idea and then turned it over to
the mathematicians and computer analysts of the College who helped to
devise it
Other proposed systems for registration included registering according to die last name of an advisor instead of student, doing it by GPA.
first come first serve, and the arena
system where each class has a designated time to go and register for

As a result of some lengthy discussions with concerned administration, faculty and students, the Registrar's Office has adopted anew system for registering for classes. The
new system stems from a need for a
more reliable and fair system.
With the newly adopted system
beginning this semester, an admissions ID number is assigned to each
incoming freshman. The admissions
ID number will be used to trigger a
rotation system each time a student
registers for classes.
The rotation guarantees that every form will be processed systematically. For the eight registrations that
period, each form
occur in a four-yewill be processed systematically
within a given class. For the eight
registrations that occur in a four-yeperiod, every student will be guaran- teed a fair rotation at registration
time. What this means, basically, is
that at some time during the four
years, each person's form at registration time goes in first two times,
last, two times, and two times at die
33rd and 66th percentiles within class
ar

flnftf

ar

years.

--

"""-

-.."

-''

Several years ago. the College
was using the arena system. Students would go to Kitlredge and sign
up for classes with professors who
would be there to register students
into their courses. It soon became
apparent that there were an kinds of
ways to beat die system. There were
too many chances for registration
fraud on the part of both faculty and
students. In addition, the arena system was also very physical. Students
would often become physical and
push their way to individual registration tables.
It is anticipated that the new
system for registering for classes win
finally alleviate as much as possible
any unfairness and competition in the
.

j

When a form is entered last at
the initial freshmen registration, the
person who submitted the form is
given a radical tumble and receives
first priority among the freshmen at
the time of the next registration. In
other words, the Registrar's Office is
aware that a student will be closed
out more frequently when being processed last during the first year. This
is done to insure that the tumbling of
forms takes place in its most radical

'-

Paul Rehak,
8
visiting
assistant professor of classical studies
and leave replacement for associate
professor Thomas Falkner, brings an
archeologist's perspective to The College of Wooster's classical studies department.
Rehak teaches four courses
"elementary Greek," "Greek historians: Herodotus," "classical mythology" and "Greek archeology and art,"
with professor Linda Hults
of the art history department.
"Everybody goes through a
phase in childhood of being interested
in archeology and digging," said Rehak. Rehak's own interest, however,
was permanent. Asked why he pursued studies in archeology, Rehak replied, I'm interested in my own

.

registration process.

.

.
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Nancy Friese exhibits prints and paintings at Frick
By Sarah Kotchen

Currently hanging in Frick
Art Museum through Dec. 11 is
the work of artist Nancy Friese.
Friese is a realist painter whose
work in painting, drawing and
printmaking is all generated by

landscape open-a- ir
studies. She
paints in densely saturated colors
that combine form and line in an
array of textures, shapes and spaces. Her work is reminiscent of
the world of nature.

Friese's prints are considered

to be more invented than interpreted and are done primarily with
etching and monoprint techniques.
To reach the level of color and
density she seeks in painting,
Friese works in a
d
approach to monoprints, where she
heightens the image she is creating with goucahe and colored pencils.
Her etchings are printed
with relief rolls of color and with
chine-coll- e
to produce a more
painterly effect.
multi-layere-

She paints in densely
saturated colors that combine form and line in an array of textures, shapes and
spaces. Her work is reminiscent of the world of na-

ture.

'J
Nancy Friese's monoprlnt "Arbor" Is part of her exhibit in
Frkk Art Building. (Photo by Robin Brown)

Father

Andrew

this, he is a most liberal one.
In
fact.
response
in
to a question put to him by Contemporary Authors about "a more active
role in the Catholic Church" for
women, he responded, 1 think scholarship will demonstrate that women
did serve as priests and even bishops
in die early church, and I mink we
ought to return to that custom." In a

Greeley

222 W. LIBERTY STREET

WOOSTER
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Friese served as Richard's

advis-

or.

(continued from page 1)

review by Susan Allen Toth of his
autobiography. Confessions of a Parish Priest he is quoted as saying mat
the hierarchic leadership of the Caih-li- c
Church ranges somewhere between
"mediocre and psychopathic" And,
he continues, "the Vatican is not
only corrupt but, worse, incompeHe also discusses the
tent."
"disastrous effect of the birth control

Far

Maxine Richards, art department faculty member, is familiar with the work of Nancy Friese.
From 1984 to 1986. Richards
worked with Friese as her teaching
assistant while completing her
masters at the University of Tulsa.

encyclical on church authority" in
this controversial work.
When asked whether or not Greeley's writing is good. English professor and host Larry Stewart responded,
"It is really very readable." Says Stewart, there are "characters in the
books who talk about themselves as
storyteDersndl think he sees himself as a storyteller."
He is particularly interesting,
Stewart continues, "when he talks
bout life as a story which Cod is
telling and when he makes relationships between religion and literature."
Greeley feels that "religion has lost
literary imagination' and therefore
"deals with religious symbols in literary terms" concludes Stewart.
Perhaps most interesting to college students is Greeley's answer in
Contemporary Authors to question
which concerns college graduates. 1
think we've made a big mistake in
turning the higher educational degree
into a credential for employment.
The result of it is mat young people
go to college not to learn, not to pursue knowledge, not for any of the reasons that liberal education is supposed to exist, but to get a credential
that's a sine qua non for a job..."
As a priest, author, scholar
and at all levels in his numerous specialities as a teacher. Greeley will address the college campus this Monday
night in McGaw Chapel. He will
also sign books in the bookstore between 4 and 4:30 Monday afternoon.

Friese's work has been exhibited nationally and has been represented by Mona Berman Gallery,

Of Friese, Richards says, "I
think that her monoprints reflect
in a very obvious way her feeling
for paint. She was fascinated by
color and nature and light She
works outdoors and all of her
landscapes are from particular
places. Many of her landscapes

:

have been done in Oklahoma,
North Dakota, and Connecticut.
Her work has enormous vitality. .
The landscapes are very animated.
They are a magical combination
of reality and imagination. As an
instructor, I was struck by her
ability to generate excitement.
She has a way of offering suggestions that makes you want to try
them out. I found her to be a very
delightful and open minded per-

son."
Nancy Friese graduated from
University School of Art
with an MFA and has taught at
various institutions in the last ten
years including Bennington College, Bloomsburg University, The

' Yale

University of Tulsa, Princeton
University and
and is currently teaching at Trinity College.
SUNY-Plattsbur- gh

Smith Andersen Gallery and
Gallery. She has
participated in over fifty individu-

Wilde-Mey-

er

al, group and invitational exhibitions in the last decade. Recently
she was a finalist for the Prix De
Rome and has been an artist in
residence at both Millay Colony
and the Artists for the Environ-ment

Foundation."

Richards says, "I think
that her monoprints reflect
in a very obvious way her
feeling for paint. ...The
landscapes are very animated. They are a magical
combination of reality and
imagination.

She has also received an National Endowment for
the. Arts (NEA) grant to explore
new possibilities for her work in
printmaking. She has actively researched Thomas and Mary Nimmo
Moran's printmaking output and
has curated and written catalogues
of them for the Gilcrease Institute
of American History and Art.

Utah Phillips performs
in Mom's on Sunday
By Anne Hawky and Page Ben-ha-

m

On Sunday, Nov. 15. U. Utah
Phillips will arouse the audience at
Mom's Truck Stop with his entertaining and witty tall tales and songs. He
is known for bringing the. common
people alive by singing songs about
miners, railroad men, cowboys and
union organizers.
Utah sings from the heart, "his
strong and rough edges voiced bring
me people's music to the people." His
unsentimental manner adds spirit to
his songs and meaning to his words.
Phillips says that he doesn't like to
think of what he does as performing.
He prefers sharing, a sharing with
people, the songs and 'stories of
trains, workers, love, and struggle."
Having grown up in Utah, where
storytelling was a natural pastime,
Phillips never imagined making this
everyday fun a lucrative career. Now
he's performing at folk clubs and festivals, "celebrating everything from
life on the rails to union solidarity to
the joys of parenthood." A strong
member of the IWW (Industrial Work
ers of the World Union), his humor
relays mis group's history and tales of
its characters. These stories make
you laugh while "their meanings
sometimes hit you below the belt.''

What makes this performer so
unique is his excessive interest and
knowledge of politics. Through his
songs and stories, Phillips shares this
knowledge, bringing it to bis audience
in his delightful manner. "These politics are part of my performance, part
of my sharing with people." He has
been known to stop his singing in the
midst of a song while his guitar keeps
going and deliver a humorous speech
about politics. Then, after putting in
his few words, hell resume his sing- commned on page 9
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Sea(WeirBfl tltiDirigMs. Football, IS, and Fun
By Elizabeth L. Walsh

footWooster's
ball team has finally earned a winning season. The Fighting Scots
entered Saturday's game against
The Scots really
Oberlin at
deserved the win; they played
well, have worked hard and have
seemed to enjoy the season.
The last reason may be the
most important one in defense of
deserving a winning season.
They had fun. That is, after all,
the reason that anyone would enweeks
dure months of
of practice, and the physical and
emotional stress of playing a
sport while being full time stuhard-worki-

4--

4.

pre-seaso-

dent

ng

n,

at The College of

here1

Wooster.- -

r

'
.

People always defend Divi

m athletics 'by saying that
they give many fine athletes the
opportunity to continue to play a
sport they love while being a student at a school that stresses
scholarship over sports, but not
sion

necessarily

sportsmanship.

Ir

came to Wooster the year after the
team went
not a great year.
But I found a full team of enthusiastic players who were not really embarrassed to admit that they
played football.
0-- 9;

These guys were actually
playing football because they had
fun. They felt that having fun
was reward enough. The lukewarm
response of the fans may have
been a little disheartening, but the
pure enjoyment of playing or of

enjoy the challenge and the work
because it gives them a sense of
accomplishment.
Another exciting aspect of it is watching your
advisor's face as he or she learns
something from your work.
The professors here are trying
to instill in students a belief that
learning is indeed a fun and rewarding experience, not for the
grade but for the intrinsic value of
playing with ideas.
This is not to say that IS is
all fun and games; it is horrible
and painful. But it is also exciting. We have here at the College
professors and coaches who are
willing to push us, often against
our will, to succeed. They do this
because they enjoy their work and

the acceptable violence was the

real reason for attending all of
those Saturday morning breakfasts
and playing all those long hours.
Jt Division III athletics are
designed to allow good athletes to
keep playing a sport they love at

whatsis usually a liberal arts
school, what about good students?
I think that Wooster is trying to
teach us that academics is fun in
the same way. By allowing each
of us to do what we enj jy for the
most part, we are learning because
we want to.
.Senior and junior IS may always be portrayed as
drudgery, but don't let
anyone fool you. Most students,
really, secretly enjoy IS. They
stress-induci-

.

ng

.

they want us to enjoy outs.
1 certainly love to see my advisor's puzzled look when he- says. This is a good idea, and
you've explained it in a way that
.makes sense." I can't claim to
have played football, but I'm sure
any player enjoys a mean, hard
tackle in much the same manner.
wanted to take this opportunity to congratulate not only the
football team, but all of Wooster's
athletes, not just for' winning, but
more importantly for having fun.
because isn't fun more important
'
.
than success?
--

.

.

i

.
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IPO ... Did you know..
IPO. . .Did you know.

College Democrats Corner
The recent crisis on Wall
Street, while causing many investors to lose substantial amounts
of money, has served one worthy
purpose. It has made painfuly
clear the pernicious effects of
massive federal budget deficits.
Stock analysts and investors, have
unanimously placed at feast part
of ,the blame for the crash squarely,
on the. shoulders of the federal
government, for the government's
inability to make progress toward
reducing the budget deficity contributed significantly to the insecurity of the market.
This deadlock over deficit reduction has been caused by a
stalemate in the battle between
the competing approaches of the
president and Democratic congressional leaders. Despite the fact
that even the most draconian cuts
--

descretionary
spending could not balance the
in

.

non-defen-

se

budget, the president has continued to insist that the budget can
be balanced through spending cuts
alone. Not until the stock market
nearly collapsed altogether did the
president reluctantly consent to a
"budget summit" with congressional leaders to work out a compromise. Only last month President Reagan boldly declared that
taxes would be increased "over my
dead body." Only now, faced with
financial disaster and fiscal necessity brought on by the looming
n
threat of
agreed
Reagan
has
cuts
to consider a budget which inWhy has
cludes tax increases.
ReagaWbeeflVoT slow "to" see The'"
across-the-boa- rd

Gramm-Rudma-

.

born.
In his 1984 campaign Walter
Mondale threw down the gauntlet
of political challenge by telling
the American people in no uncertain terms that the next president,
whomever it was, would have to
raise taxes to balance the federal
budget. In response to this gutsy

challenge of political honesty,
Reagan wrapped himself in the
flag, fed the American people a
load of warm, fuzzy television images, and ran from the battlefield
By telling the
of
voters what they wanted to hear
instead of what hard political decisions he would have to make, the
d
president easily won a
second term. The Reagan victory
was perceived as a mandate for his
policies, but it was a mandate
with an asterisk beside it. Reagan's promise not to raise taxes
and not to need to raise taxes was
the rallying cry of his campaign.
For Reagan, to go back on this of
all campaign promises is to admit
that Walter Mondale was right and
American voters were wrong.
This tis why Reagan says taxes
will be raised and fiscal responsibility restored "over my dead
body." .
So, what is the message here
for American voters? There's no
such thingas" a 'free' lunch". You

ing
presentation, "Bodh
Gaya...Center of the Buddhist

that a representative of the
Aberdeen, Scotland program will
be showing a video of the program on Tuesday, November 17,
at 11:00 in Lowry 118.

By Brad Anderson
obvious, that a nation must pay
for what it buys? Why has Reagan doubled in less than seven
years the national debt it took
over two hundred years and thirty-nin- e
previous presidents to accumulate? Why? Because he's stub-

that a representative of
GLCA India program win be giv-

get what you pay for. Cliches
abound, and chances are most of
them fit this situation. It's time,
as conservative columnist George
Will would say, for Americans to
bring their political appetites in
line with their willingness to pay.
Ronald Reagan asserts that government is the problem, not the
solution. To take this one step
further, - one must say that the
American people are the problem,
for after all, the people are the
government. If we elect officials
who choose not to face unpopular
political realities during election
time, it should come as no surprise
to us when these .public servants
fail to make painful, but necessary, policy decisions while in of-

World." on Wednesday, December
2. at 2:30 in Kauke 227 CThat is
the week immediately following
Thanksgiving Break). Anyone interested in South Asia and the religious traditions of this area is
invited to attend the lecture.
Slides of the India program will
also be shown.

that a representative of the
Waseda (Japan) program will be
talking to interested students in
Kauke 227 on Thursday, November 19, at 11:00.

fice.

issue-debat- e.

feel-goo-
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SHOPPING
ACHES MALL
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By Lori Hayes
;
Thanksgiving
your
Start
shopping
break with a
trip. On the final shopping trip of
the semester, you will be able to
get an early start on your Christmovie and
mas shopping see
enjoy lunch at one of your favor
ite restaurants.' Saturday, Nov. 21,
1987, van will leave Lowry at 9
ajn. sharp and depart for Rolling
Acres MalL The vans will return"
to Lowry around 6 pm,' There is a
$1.00 charge for. all participants
to help, pay for transportation.
Sign-u- p
sheets are available at the

,y
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Lowry Center information desk,
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Fire safety and prevention

Wooster students study in Cordoba

attended and near combustible
terial, a fire can easily start.

The first two weeks in Spain
seemed more like a vacation than
school. "It's like Club Med," Michelle Dalton said, referring to the
Colegio Mayor (a dormitory, dining hall complex) where the students live. The "Colegio" is a
of its own, complete
with palm trees, a swimming pool
and tennis courts.

Accumulation of
Trash.
trash and newspapers, especially
in corridors and hallways, is a fire
In addition, trash and
hazard.
boxes can block exit routes.

But the students-ha- ve
not
confined themselves to this res-

Parking in fire lanes.
In
Babcock and Lowry Circle, for example, parking is a serious fire
hazard because it blocks entrances
for fire equipment trucks and emergency squads.

atmosphere. Downtown
Cordoba is a half hour walk from
the "Colegio." There's a lot to
see in C6rdoba," Michelle said.
"The flea market on Saturday is
very interesting, very fun." Sarah
Porter said. Cdrdoba is a good
size, small enough to get familiar
with, big enough to have .things
to do. She went on to explain
that the mix of culturesMuslim,
Jewish and Christian, made the
city interesting and unique.
ort-like

PRESHCO (Program de Estu-diHispinicos en Cordoba) is a
one semester or one year program
f of Hispanic Studies based in the
Philosophy and Letters Center of
os

the University

of Cordoba.

Courses offered are distributed
among the areas of literature, history, language, art, music and eco-

nomics.
Brown University, Oberlin
College, Smith College, Trinity

College, Wellesley College and
The College of Wooster are the

schools

participating

in

the

PRESHCO consortium.
The semester credits earned transfer to
the school of origin automaticallyFour Wooster students are currently studying at the University
of Cordoba through PRESHCO.
Classes started in September for
the nineteen American students.

Causing false fire alarms is
perhaps the most dangerous fire
hazard. They create a mood of apathy so you may not react quickly
enough in the case of a real fire.
Causing a false fire alarm is a
misdemeanor in the
Ohio Revised Code, which could
sentence
result in a
andor a $1,000 fine. Tampering
with a fire extinguisher is a misdemeanor of the third degree resentence
sulting in a sixty-da-y

Life is different in C6rdoba as
"It's more laid back. People are so friendly," Courtney
Craft said. "It seems like you're

first-degr-

well.

;

not learning anything because
you're having so much fun, but
you always, always are."

"Self, you've had nothing but
good experiences with the cleaning staff at The College of Woost-

er."
"Funny you should mention
that," I replied. And then I proceeded to remind myself of some
of the humorous things that I
have seen in my four years here
concerning my favorite cleaning
lady.
As I mentioned last week, our
cleaning lady freshman year (first-yestudent year?) had a peculiar,
habit of walking into the bathroom right in the middle of our
showers, often under the guise of
inconducting a surprise head-lic- e
spection. Unfortunately, her penchant for naked men was not limited to the men's room.
On the second morning that
we were back at school last year,
she used her master key to gain
entry into my friend Jeff M.'s
room. (In order to maintain Jeffs
anonymity, I shall only refer to
him as "Sid".) Well, it seems that
Sid had a massive hangover that
morning; some even claim he was
ar

Here die story gets fuzzy. Sid later reported that she awakened him
by caressing his bare shoulder
with a toilet bowl scrubber and
cooing. "Sid? Sid, honey. Wake
up, I haven't seen you all summer!" Shocked into a state of immediate sobriety, our
d
hero sprinted out of the room and
locked himself in the phone closet. Frantically he called the only
phone number he knew by heart.
Sure enough, within thirty minutes
the Domino's Pizza guy arrived
and assured Sid that there was no
Mrs. Clean" in sight.
Later that day, our cleaning
lady used her master to open the
hall director's door. No doubt she
was pleasantly surprised to find
the director in his birthday suit
reaching for a towel (His name
was also Jeff, so I shall ensure his
anonymity by calling him "Sid,"
too.) He had just taken off his
buck-nake-

"drug-craze- d

robe after a refreshing shower
when our cleaning lady walked in.

.

Fire damaged the Armington

First Section door in 1986.

Graduate Programs Day
December 5, 1987

9:30 a.m.

Learn more about
as

soap-on-a-rop- e."

.

th

Kent State University Graduate
School of Management Presents . .

Sid later told me that at that moment, he froze, much like a rabbit
pinned down by the headlights of
a speeding truck. Our cleaning
lady, always one to think of others, merely wanted' to know if Sid
was satisfied with his new room.
Sid was silent. With a funny lilt
in her voice, our cleaning lady
said, "It ain't much, but it's somewhere to hang your
In a desperate attempt to
cut the conversation short. Sid replied, "Excuse me, ma'am. I believe I left my chainsaw running
in the bathroom."
In all fairness I must add that
I always suspected that those stories were a bit exaggerated. Our
cleaning lady was always very
nice to me. She certainly was
conscientious. One time she said
that I could probably use some
more bags for the vacuum cleaner
I had in my room. Since she
didn't have any bags with her, she
very kindly offered to bring some
up to my room early the next
morning. Needless to say, I spent
the night at a friend's.

.

Choose Your direction

By Brian Lamb

still drunk.
Anyway, Sid was
passed out on his bed stark naked,
oblivious to the fact that our
cleaning lady was in the room.

harm to any person automatically
becomes a misdemeanor in the
first degree.
Everyone on campus has the
responsibility to help prevent
fires. The most important factor
is common sense. Every person
in the campus community should
be aware of potential fire hazards,
know safety features and equipment in the buildings they use and
plan what they would do in the
case of a fire.

ee

six-mon-

Our cleaning lady: Adventures in Aj ax
Yesterday I said to myself,

Care-

with cigarettes and
matches account for many residence hall fires.

'

stu-

ma-

lessness

mini-camp- us

Courtney Craft, Michelle Dalton and Sarah Porter and are
dying in C6rdoba with PRESHCO.

Smoking materials.

-

(continued from page 2)
andor a $500 fine. Any violation that creates a risk of physical

. . .

M.B.A.

New one year program for business majors.

D.B.A.
be- - M.A. in Economics
ds M.S. in Accounting

rcr

For regist ration information call (216)

.

672-228-

2'
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The Writer's Block:
We vote with our wallets

f

By Andrew Mayer

I was told I can't write this column on the radio station because it is
Get
too controversial a topic.
that.. .Too controversial! I wonder
what the editors of the Kent State
newspaper did when four students
were shot Did they say it was too
controversial?!! Maybe they had the
right to be nervous. We have no
rights. Fourteen thousand a year, and
we're bullied by the faculty. We've
sacrificed our freedom of expression
for die comfort of no hassles. I don't
blame anyone in particular, maybe
just myself. We take our goodwill
on credit, the American Good Karma
Card (only good when the user has no
opinions on the subject).
Maybe I don't care anymore. Ill'
be gone in a few weeks, to it really
doesn't matter to me, but something
is happening, and it's getting worse.
YouH face it here and when you walk
out into me real world. You've spent
or so years of
the first tweny-on- e
your life learning how to bow down
to society and how to kiss ass. Students scrambling like dogs for petty
positions of authority, king of an
empty kingdom, ruled over by the administration. You're surrounded by
paperwork you don't understand, getting an education you hate, and paying for the privilege of being treated
like shit. It's alright, I understand,
mere's nothing yon can do. Does
anyone really believe that this is
what our forefathers fought fix?
When my father was about
twelve he lived in Frankfurt, in what
was men Nazi Germany. "The Nans
sent everyone a form, and if you were
Jewish you were supposed to fin in
your name and address and send it
bade My father remembers my

grandmother crying because my
grandfather refused to send it in. She
was afraid of what would happen if
they didn'C In the end the ones who
filled it in were the first ones to be
taken away. What would you have
done? It doesn't really matter, they
know where you live, and what you
are. It's all on computer, and they
could get you at any time for anyth- ing mat was suddenly decided to be
wrong. Don't be fooled, it can happen, it does happen. .The Red Scare
and McCarmyism destroyed innocent
people's lives, and it happened only
thirty years ago. How straight are
you really?
Do you read the news? Do you
know about the hundreds of lies our
president has told us? He speaks pure
bullshit, then he has his press secretary tell us that it was a misstatement. Did you vote for him the
second time around? Why? To put
more money in your pockets? What
win it afl mean when your freedom is
gone because everybody was too
damn greedy and figured it would be
up to someone else to keep us safe?
We vote with our wallets.
Let me try one more time. We
slaughtered four astronauts out of
greed. We put mem on rockets that
can't be turned off instead of safer
ones because somebody wanted the
money. Everybody knows you don't
do that. We let the launch go because
of the cost of delaying it. Wasn't it a
pretty explosion? I loved the part
when the boosters twisted off in two
directions, white arcs splayed against
the clear blue sky. It was on the cover of Time and Newsweek. We
killed mem, you, me, our .mothers
and fathers. Look mom and dad, Tm

,

r?

,

,

' '
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-

.
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just like you!

.

This plea will fail, of course,
not because you can't make a difference, but because it means making a
sacrifice. Remember when that
counted for something? People used
to help the common good, now they
just help themselves. We worship
comfort, strive for it, demand it.
Then we look down on the people
who try to make a difference, and call
them names. You think they're kind
of strange, admit it You figure that
y
bun-sh- it
underneath all mat
is a capitalist striving to get out
You think that everyone in Russia
would rather live in the United States.
Your mind is filled with dark recesses, strained and polluted by the gar- bage that society has put there, still
worshipping a god someone else gave
you, not the one you actually give a
shit about.
I talked to a man in the streets of
New York once. I tokl him that I believed in peace, while he said he
didn't. I said I thought it was more
important to help people than to go
to war. and he told me I was wrong.
When does it end? I said why spend
billions of dollars on SDI when we
could just scrap the bombs, and he
disagreed. The stark simplicity of it
all makes it impossible to accept.
Some people say it is impossible to
disarm, while I say that SDI is im- '
possible. I bet it would cost less
than tea billion to figure out how we
can disarm. "
If yon don't see ho iw an mis fits
together Tm sorry for you, but maybe
there's stiQ time. Then again maybe
there isn't I was told not to write
about the radio station, but I did anyway. Think about it.

McWoo faithfully cheered on the football team this season
can't seem to weasel out of that parking ticket.

bat

goody-good-

Letter to the Editors

.

,

Dear Editors:

from such supposed exploitation.
Second, the belief that the difference between a firm's revenues and its
accounting costs of production constitutes a measure of exploitation leads
to some strange implications. The
same logic suggests, for example,
that students "exploit" the College of
Wooster by paying a comprehensive
fee that is less man the benefit they
expect to receive from higher salaries
when they"obtain a college degree.
Qmsoence-easing
contributions may
be made through the Development Of-

Thanks are due to Richard
Crouse for providing a concrete example of the Marxian notion of
"capitalist exploitation" (Voice, November 6, 1987). Through such examples, the limitations of this concept can be seen.
First, the idea that mere exists a
"capitalist" class mat exploits a separate class of "workers" is difficult to
reconcile with a modern economy.
The beneficiaries of Ford's profits are
the stockholders who are mostly pension funds, insurance companies, and
endowments. Thus, retired people,
holders of life or automobile insurance, and college students, all of
whom are likely to be past, present,
or future workers, are the winners

fice.

J. SeU

Department of Economics
.

Business Economics

'

'
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Back Talk:

The Real Test

By Shelley Pearsall
Americans, watch out. Any
day now, you should be receiving
the "Are You Fit to Be a Presidential Candidate?"
test from that mecca of honesty
and democracy, Washington, D.C.
If you haven't yet found your copy
in the mailbox (perhaps your
is in Bimini for the
weekend), you can practice on this
sample test Your results will not
count, of course, until you fill out
the Official Testprinted and paid
self-administer-

on

for with your taxpayer dollars.
You are being given an opportunity to have a sneak preview of the
test now, since the recent Gallup
Poll has shown that many people
test-taki-

anxiety,

ng

and may need to consult with otheneers (teachers,
mies, the FBI) to make sure that
long-standi-

your score for Indecisive

Line-makin-

g.

You may begin.

ed

con-gresspers-

experience

five points will be subtracted from

ng

they have not misrepresented
themselves on any answer. Please
underline the appropriate answers
clearly. If you let your lines stray
into the space of other answers.

1) Are you over thirty-fiv- e
years of age? a) yes b) no c)
dont know
d) don't think it
matters
2) Are you an American citizen? a) no b) no, but I watch
Dallas with subtitles c) yes. but I

vote communist

d) yes. I'm

proud to be an American (can sing
the entire national anthem)
3) If you are married, have
you had an affair? a) once b)
several times c) every weekend
d) never
4) If you have had an affair;
what evidence do you, or others,
have of the affair? a) videotapes
b) photographs c) his and hers
red Porsches d) we shredded
everything
5) Where would you be most
likely to conduct an affair? a) na

tional television b) the Oval Office in the White House c) at
home d) a deserted island in the
Bering Strait
6) Have you ever plagiarized?
,
a) a word or two b) a few pages
c) a whole book d) no, I'm always original
. 7) If you were caught plagiarizing, which of these statements
do you feel would provide the best
explanation? a) When in the
course of human events... b) I
didn't know what plagiarize meant
c) John F. Kennedy and I think
alike d) my scriptwriter did it
8) In college, did you take
classes in a) basket weaving 01

b) dog grooming

c) frisbee

throwing as an anthropological
ritual d) advanced Newtonian
physics

t) If you were asked how
well you did in school would

you...

a) say that you were class
valedictorian and hope no one
looked in the yearbook
b) say

Reflections on dads
By. Scott Spangler
Any dads out there today?
No? Good, let's talk about them.
So everyone has a dad, right.
Maybe not a real dad, but at least
a stepfather or someone close to
them who's like a dad.
Okay, well did you ever notice how dads have certain characteristics or certain sayings that
they're always muttering?
Such
things as, in the case of my own
father, when we're about to go on
a vacation, or a long trip, or just
down the block to church, hell
say "Okay, folks, the bus is leaving now!" or "All aboard the
flying machine."
Or
maybe your dad goes for the old
standby, "I'm just going to rest
my eyes for a moment." Then
he'll sit or lie down somewhere,
maybe right in the middle of the
living room floor, and close his
eyes. Ten minutes later, you'll
cruise back through to find him
sawing some serious logs when
he's supposed to be just resting
his eyes. Then there's the classic
"I seem to have lost my party" at
a crowded restaurant or at Disneyland. Granted this is more of a
grandfather type of thing, but,
hey,- - what are dads but grandfathers in training, right?
And how about those puns,
huh? How many of you out there
have punsters running around masquerading as fathers? Such things
as a town named Tuzigoot spawn
tech-nicolor- ed

such incredibly funny, at least to
your dad, jokes as "Three's a bet-

ter."
Or how about those times
when you would borrow $20 or
more to go shopping. What does
your dad say? "Just bring me the
change!" You, of course, all the
while sagely nodding your head
and, at least at that point in time,
fully expecting to return the money. But then, after a whirlwind afternoon of Sax, Bloomingdale's,
and Gucci, if there is any money
left, it seems to have slipped both
yours (purposely, in order to go
to the movies that night) and your
dad's mind.
Moms, too, can get in on
the act.
How about that time
when you're driving,-she'- s
giving
you directions. So you're zippin'
along and as you pass through tne
middle of an intersection at 45

11) Approximately how long
after using an illegal drug do you
think it is all right to declare candidacy in the presidential race? a)
an hour or two b) a year c) twenty-fyears d) never
ive
12) What do you feel would
be your strongest quality, as a
presidential candidate and possible future president? a) look good
on television
b) look good
on television c) look good on
television d) honesty

How

score:
pts.

to compute

al

d4 pts.

pt.

your

c3

b2

pts.
Add up the

Congrat-

ulations.

You are the

PER-

FECT presidential candidate.
Please sign your name on this

line

and indicate your party preference
(note:, the ommunist party already has a candidate). Return the
Official Test to the
c
Committee In Search of Presidential
Candidates. After some objective
Ad-ho-

phone-tappin-

urine sampling

g,

and lie detector testing, you will
be declared an official Presidential

Candidate.

the
candidate fitness
elf-administered,

So there it is,
presidential
testthe chance

for every honest,

hard-worki- ng

American to become president of
the United States. George Washington and Abe Lincoln, move
over.

for a unique gift.

mom turns
mph, your
to you and says Turn there, dear"
as she points to the street you've
just passed. You either find yourskidself leaving eight mile-lon- g
nine
next
the
for
arguing
or
marks
miles with your mom about direction-giving.
And then, of course,
there's the time when you're going
along at 25 mph and your mom
tells you to slow down. Aren't
moms great?
But. hey, they're your parents, right? For all their weird idiosyncrasies and characteristics,
you've gotta love 'em or at least
like them a little. So, the next
time your mom or dad comes up
with a stupid pun or a weird saying, just close your eyes, count
slowly from 1 to 10, and rememever-lovab-le

Copper

Brass Unlimited,

&

has hand tooled antique copper hanging trays

imported from Greece. Visit our showroom in the
International Packaging and Speciality Building.
1

60 West Jones Street
Millersburg, Ohio
(216)674-082-

4

We ship anywhere in the U.S.

ber you're going to be a mom or
dad yourself someday.

"So this is HELL...
Somehow I thought it would be
much warmer..."
Happy Thanksgiving

point value ot your answers. 48:
Before 1987. you would have been
a likely candidate for president,
but it. is too late now. 48:

mat you got a 4.0 and then bum
up the building containing your
transcripts c) say that you went
to an obscure college in South
America d) admit that you never
were very serious about school
10) Have you ever smoked
pot or done any other kind of illea) once b) several
gal drug?
c) can't remember how
times
many times d) haven't tried it yet

from the F Scott

Fitzgerald Angst and Hedonism Sect
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SAB film preview:

Travel to
Kent State

Every Woman 9s House
sponsors benefit show

two acclaimed films

This Saturday, November 14,
the van to your ideal academic retreat will depart at 12:00 noon
from Lowry. For six hours you
can enjoy a totally fresh environment on the Kent State campus.
The college library will be open
and will have maps of the campus
available at the front desk. And
who says you have to study? If
you just need a break period, take
advantage of this SAB travel
weekend! (Information at Lowry)

By Faisal Ansari
By Paul Wilkinson

Children
God

:

'Final Approach
to Ichabod's

1

of

m

Lesser

Many people assume that
the deaf live in their own private
worlds, closed to .outsiders. William Hurt and Marlee Matlin show
that genuine love can cross the
the boundaries set by physical
handicaps (As decisive proof, the
couple continued their
romance into real life.) As a disgruntled, angry deaf student, Mat- g
lin brings a moving,
on-scre- en

Oscar-winnin-

performance to the
screen. This is a movie that will
stir up deep sentiments.

By Qaisar Imam
The countdown has begun for
Scots,
the "Final Approach."
come to Ichabod's on Friday, November 13, if you want to have a
time of your life. The live band
"Final Approach" is going to enliven Ichabod's with some scintillating and exciting music. Dp not
sit back in your room, depressed
that you do not have anything to
do on a small campus like Woost-er'There is always something
to do in Wooster on the weekends. So come and join in the
great times this Friday, November
13 at Ichabod's.

All the President'

Men

Three men break into the
Democratic Party Headquarters in
Washington and months later the
President is faced with impeachment The Watergate episode sent
shock waves across America and
the credit for its uncovering went
to Washington Post reporters Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein.
This gripping, cinematic narrative
of Watergate centers around the'
two investigative reporters as
they discover the

Burning to make an artistic
statement and haven't found the
medium? Have some talent and
want to put it to good use? You're
in luck. Everywoman's House, in

conjunction

ever-deepeni- ng

Discussion club forms
By Doug Cannon

by Mary Harvey

Remember those classic Superman comic strips, the original
ones from the 1940's? Remember
Dick Tracy? Tarzan? Well, if its
been a while since you've seen
these guys, youll be very interested in the latest art display of
the S. A. B. Art Committee.
Right now on the Art Wall of
Lowry Center's lobby you can find

Utah Phillips

a variety of great comic characters
ranging from Mickey Mouse to
Lil Abner to Batman.
All comics are in color, all
are original pieces and fortunately
all of these collector's items are
for sale. This "Classic Comics"
show, sponsored by Gallery Two
in Wooster, will be up until November 29.

A new club is being created at
Wooster to enrich our already diverse
activities program. The club will be
a philosophy political science club;
however its activities will encompass
much more than just these two topics. The project is the brainchild of
and is being spearheaded by freshman
Doug Cannon.
The club's activities will include
issues,
debates on current and age-ol-d
including whether to disarm our nuclear arsenals or not, our role in the

(continued from page 4)
ing. "For Phillips, the mix of
tics and entertainment isn't an

poliawk-

ward one."
In 1968, he decided to pursue a

career in politics by running for the
US Senate on die Peace and Freedom
ticket. Shortly after the campaign,
"Phillips decided that the election
process was not the best way to
change the world.'' He headed off to
New York and began performing his
songs. Since then, he has performed
all over the country and has recorded
many albums. Phillips' famous hits
include "Green Rolling Hill of West
Virginia," recorded by Emmy Lou
Harris, and "Rock Salt and Nads," recorded by Flatt and Scruggs.
Utah Phillips has a lot to offer
any audience. Steve Morse of the
Boston Globe described Phillips as
"an authentic Western individualist of
the kind some believe exists only in
dusty history books." So if a night of
songs ap- - '
tall tales and
peals to you, be sure not to miss this
"one of a land" character.
Sponsored by The College of
Wooster Student Center and history '
department, Westminster Church and
Bagatelle Audio, the performance be-gins at 8:00, Sunday, Nov. IS at
Mom's Truck Stop. It is free to both
students and die public.

COME AND MEET
AT AN AUTOGRAPH SESSION

NOVEMBER 16,1987
4-0- 0

PM--4:30P-

M

76e

I

7Settee

high-spirit- ed

.

:
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24-ho- ur

secrets of capital city intrigue.

Classic! Comics shown
on Lowry Art Wall

s.

with Westminster

Church, is sponsoring a talent
show in which all the monies
earned go to benefit Everywoman's House.
Everywoman's House is a
support center and shelter for
abused women. It holds up to four

abuse
families, runs a
hotline and has ongoing counseling for rape and abuse victims.
Although the actual talent
show won't be held until February
20, 1988. tryouts are going to be.
held on Dec. 6. The application
deadline is Nov. 23, and applications are available at Westminster
Church House. There are already a
Dixieland Band and a group of
doggers lined up, so it should be
a swell evening.

'A

O. TOefaxt

BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!! tt

Persian Gulf, or the intrinsic goodness of man. The goal of the club is
to provide food for thought, and to
provoke intellectual and creative
thinking. The club's founder also
plans to have a club baseball team
and club parties. It win be more than
just a college think tank.
Membership is open to everybody and students are strongly encouraged to join. Anyone interested
should contact Doug Cannon, third
floor Armington, extention 2625.

f2

Sports

NORTH
COAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE

m

Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College

Oberlin College

Ohio Wesleyan University

Fighting Scots down Oberlin

14-- 8

hosts
championship
X-coun- try

By News Services

By Mike Schlessing'er

The 1987 Fighting Scots
football campaign came to an exciting end as they broke the .500
barrior for the first time in several
years with a victory over Oberlin
leaving Wooster with a 4 season
record. The Scots broke open the
game in the second quarter on a
long 51 yard bomb from Lombardi
to senior tight end Mike Woltman
which was capped off by a Scott
Ross point after touchdown. The
Scots again in the second quarter
struck back unanswered on a
trot around the left end by
senior tailback Jon Bulkley which
was again added to by kicker Scott
Ross. Towards the end of the second quarter Wooster was forced to
punt from deep in their own territory. The punt was blocked and
went through the end zone for a
safety. The first half ended with
5--

--

19-ya-

rd

This weekend the next step in

Wooster on top 14-The second half was a defensive battle as the Scots fail to
2.

and men's
both the women
cross country teams' rise to the

convert their only chance for
some points that would most likely ice the game. However, the
Oberlin Yeomen did score a touchdown in the second half, but they
failed to convert the two point
conversion which tightened the
margin to 14-Most of the credit for the
successful season is attributed to
an abundance of talented seniors.
Those seniors should be recognized: Ned Fox, Brock Jones,
Rich Carmel, Anthony Harris, Jon
Bulkley, Dave Mushweck, Mike
Woltman, Kevin Walsh, Tom
Tim Nicholson, Terry Carter,
Tyrone Jones, Roy Reese, Jeff
Thomas, Wes Johnston.
--

8.

9

If

v

.

Kin-cai- d,

Last weekend the Wooster Scots , took the game away from
The win pat Wooster over
Oberlin In a decisive victory, 14-the 300 mark as the team ended the season with a 4 record.
8.

top will take place. The College
will host The Great Lakes Regional Cross Country Championships
with representatives from more
than 40 schools in three states.
An estimated 200 runners 120
men and 80 womenwill compete
for a chance to move on to the
Division HI National Championship Meet set for Nov. 21 at Hope
College in Holland, Mich. The
favorites in the men's race include
Otterbein, Mount Union, Calvin,
Hope and Wooster, while the fa
vorites .in the women's race include Wooster, Hope and Baldwin-Wallace.

5--

(Photo by Bob Murphy)

The 3000-metwomen's race
begins at 11 a.m. and the 8000
meter men's race is scheduled for
noon. This will be the second
time in four years that Wooster
has hosted the GLCA Cross Country Championships.
er

Men's basketball looks forward to great improvements
By Graham Rayman

Last season the Fighting
Scots men's basketball team weathered one of the worst campaigns in
Wooster hoops history. This year, the
Scots do not just hope to improve on
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last year's effort; rather, they feel that
they will surprise a lot of teams in
the conference. And they will accomplish what they set out to do, with
seasoned veterans and a solid supporting cast. The team is surprisingly
deep at all positions.

Projected starters include
Chuck Rich. John Mead, Rob Peterson, Mike Trimmer, and Mike
McCormick. Rich has shown the desire. Mead die strength. Peterson the
shot
steadiness and the three-poithat was on the mark 50 of the time
last year, and Trimmer the smooth inside play that could make him
this year. But the biggest
surprise is McCormick, who has endured three years of sitting the bench
but has come out this year as a better
scoring threat and with the cool that
only a senior can have.
The team does not lose much
when it substitutes. Swingman Matt
Hiestand has also been working on
nt
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All-Confere-

JOHN MEAD

nce

his jumper, and continues to be a
tough offensive rebounder. Point
Henry Adams showed his quickness
and strength as a starter last year, and
this year is playing more under control, and is better at directing the flow
of the game. 6'11" Fred Schwendler
returns to the team after a year off
with a rejuvenated will to play, and
backing Trimmer and Schwendler up
will be 68" Jim Roeder. The team
will also get a nice surprise as Gary
Meszaros, thought to have transferred,
rejoins the team.
Top newcomers include freshmen wing Tim Southerland. post
Tom Clark and point Matt Kramer.
Southerland has the smooth moves
and passing ability to help out the
team, while Kramer is a good
with a nice outside jumper.
And Clark will certainly develop into
an excellent post, with his
dunk leaping ability.
Coach Steve Moore will prob
ball-handl-

no-st-

ep

er

ably play about ten players a game,
although that will vary according to
the game situation. Since Bobby
Knight has been a major influence on
his coaching style, he favors
defense, but will go to a zone
when the need arises. On offense, he
leans toward dropping the ball inside
as often as possible. He says he relishes playing against pressing teams
and
zone teams, because it
allows his offense to spread the defense out and pick it apart.
The team is in a strange situation, having a first-yecoach who arrived only a few weeks ago, but those
weeks have been productive ones,
what with weight lifting and
practices, and the team seems ready to
take on its first opponents. On Nov.
21. the Scots will travel to Ashland,
a Division JJ school, and then they
will open at home against Marietta's
successful Division III program on
Nov. 24. On Nov. 28, the team will
man-tom-

an

get sort of a treat as they play Division I Youngstown State.
The team is going to be good,
so come on out and support them, for
cryin' out loud!

4

half-cou- rt

ar

all-o- ut

-
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Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast: Personal Travesties
--

This it not a sports article about
sports personalities. This is about a
Cheat major.
may

your name?
No.

that I'm merely a journalist. However, to tell you die truth, being a junior and playing in JV games seems
baseyear-ol- d
much like a forty-foball player who never made it and is
buried in AAA. (Some sympathy,
please.)
--Most forty-fobaseyear-ol- d
ball players are buried in AA
Alcoholics Anonymous.

Now Mr. Chem major. Have
you ever picked up a sporting utensil? For instance, a ball, glove,
stick fist? Have you ever hit anyone in the teeth for no apparent reason? Are you tough or just another
weekend Chem major?
Guilty on all accounts.

By Christopher Shifts

Mr.CJhem major

Right.

Are you boring?

--

--

When I ask for sympa-

and soccer...

sports.

Is mere anything to win?

--

Selpride in the feeling of
teamwork. It doesn't matter to me if
I go 4 if we lose. This Sunday me
soccer team I play on. The Fat Boys,
lost the championship in overtime,
and it sucked.

Ooooooh.
Hey Shiltsy! How about those
punt returns? I like intramural sports
because I get to play when I show
up, no waiting around on the sidelines.

we

Okay

say innocent?

Turkey.

Men's soccer ends season

' "sTwiU

Que CrauCact
Kirt Nnuraitac
Carlo naetinaa

1-2-
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0
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0
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14-- 15

1
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14

29
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17
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' WDVLS

Pata Hack

0
0
0

2--0
1-

Burl

Clan

f

4

1-4-1C

Cnria David

in

history.

12--

Scott aaictaal

i

4-- 1.

tluaa

Mltni?
Cava Mfoa

was forced to play very hard to keep
up with the Scots. Carlos Pettinau
scored die lone Scot goal with excellent support from Ian Banda.
Carlos Pettinau ficareer for the Scot
excellent
an
nished
soccer program. Pettinau has the rare
distinction of starting every game 75
games during his soccer career. He
should and certainly will go down as
one of the greatest soccer players ever
to put on the Scot uniform.
The Scots finished the season
11-- 5
and certainly proved that the
Scots belong in die upper echelon of
Division m soccer. A special thanks
should go out to Dave Jones and Carlos Pettinau who provided excellent
leadership for the entire season and
surely rank as two of die most committed captains in Wooster soccer

Though the Wooster lost to Akthe Fighting Scots played
ron
extremely well in confounding the
Akron attack and forcing the Akron
squad to play its best ball. Akron
scored two goals very early and then

son?

)

-1

14

111
17

17-- 14

Wart Baaaay

team.

Has anybody learned today's les

--If I were bigger in high school,
I wouldVe played basebalL If we had
a soccer team, I definitely wouldve
played. If I had the" chance again I

ll-wT-PIC

soc

17-- 17

By Wes Johnston

first-rank-ed

learning to care about sports. That's
probably why I'm a Chem major
now (ed. note: The reason why I
write "Chem " is because I can't spell
chemistry.)

athletic competitiveness?

Did you brood over it for hours?
Did you feel like beating someone or

Let's pretend

o-- cs

Co-capta-

I was just too small and too into

What are sports to you? If you
were to do it all over again, would
you keep your life, or dive into more

3--

1SS7

The 1987-8- 8 men's soccer team
finished their season strong with two
excellent performances against NCAC
rival Denison and Division I ranked
Akron. The Scots demolished the Big
Red machine in a 30 blowout. Ian
Banda scored two goals and Carlos
Pettinau chipped in one as the Scots
dominated the Denison squad the
whole game. Pete Mack played extremely well in completely shutting
down die Denison scoring threats.
The victory placed Wooster third in
the extremely tough NCAC behind
Ohio Wesley an squad
the
and' the greatly improved Oberlin

Dotn-tramura-

--

--

.

if you're.. .shall

--

Get off the Twins,
and followed them throughout.
baseball, dude.
know
I

Setfpride?

Non-athlet-es

As

me about participating in these

Sure can! Intramural softball

I could.

ls
Any remorse or regrets?
satisfy you?
--Yeah, total regret. At the time

thy.. .please, help me., .please. Tell

elaborate?

Wha&the matter -s-cared? (See,
it's these pretenses which lead could-b- e
athletes to a lower plateau of
pleasure.
have nothing
to save their bodies for so they waste
it mentally and illegally).
--No, I'm not sure
what you're
going to ask me next and I want to
protect the innocent.

Careful. You're uncovering bad
memories. Do you consider yourself
a knowledgeable fan? Do you know
your stuff?
--I saw six Twins games mis
summer .

ur

Can't you

would play anything

No, I came back and watched
the Bengals lose. My day was complete. At least the Twins won the
World Series.
--

ur

--

I print

something?

s
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10-5-

11-5- -1

1-- 0-0
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0
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.
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Davld-- 2,

nauraitar-- J,

Lak--

for the camera!
(Photo by Bob Murphy)
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W.A.A. Logo

Contest

The Women's Athletic Association

is sponsoring a contest to choose a
new logo for the sports teams, ine
intra must be rcoresentative of both
men and women and The (jouege oi
Wooster.
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The winner will receive $50, and
an additional $75 if the administra
tion chooses it. The due date is De
cember 11.

rnntart roileen McCauley. ext.
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Invitational
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Men's soccer ended its season last weekend at

11-- 5.

2681, or Sue Hollingshead, ext.
2712 for more information.
Turn all entries into Sheila Noonan
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Buyapilntowitti youroons
Maclnte
3iZ

A Macintosh'personal

corrputer

and an Apple
3i

Imagiter" n
.11

pnnier will save
oi hours of time. Not to mention gallons of correction fluid and reams and reams of paper.
And, if you buy both now, the first ream of

paper ouH save will have a lovdy green glow.
Youll save a bundle of cash when )ou purchase an Imagewriter n printer along with your
choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE.
Either wayyoull be able to turn out beautifully
written and beautifully printed papers.
And well even try to hdp youpay for your

-

-

purchase with a variety of financing options.
Vfefeel (impelled to tell )ou,trK)ugih,that
a deal like this can't last foreverf So its agpod
idea to see your campus niicrocorrputer center
today. And join the conservation movemenL

Academic Computing Services
Consulting Office
Taylor Hall, Room 208

Hie power to be your best"

